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Ms Perry AND P6

We have all settled well back into the routine
of Primary 6. Everyone has been enjoying the
new learning and the challenges that have
been set.



Numeracy

In Numeracy, homework will reinforce the learning in school so it is important
that pupils complete their tasks and practice applying their learning
independently.

Multiplication facts, number bonds and telling the
time could also be revised orally while filling the
dishwasher, walking the dog or tidying up.



Literacy

In literacy, it is important that children are preparing their set text throughout
the week.

This includes checking the meaning of unfamiliar words
as well as reading the punctuation, both will help with
the understanding of the text. Reading, watching and
listening to a text of their choice will also expand their
vocabulary, which they can use in their own writing.
BBC Newsround is a great resource for this as are the
various clips that can be found on BBC Bitesize.



Growth Mindset

When completing any tasks, children are encouraged to have a growth 
mindset.  Please encourage your child to think positively about their tasks.  

Ask them for some examples to fill these gaps.  

“Instead of thinking……I’ll try thinking…”

Think ahead, not just to the future but

‘To infinity, and beyond…..’ 



KEEPING EVERYONE LEARNING SAFELY
● Each morning early entry is from 8.45am with Mrs Absolom,                               Mrs 

Callaghan, Mrs Pinna and Mrs Cooper welcoming everyone

● Hand washing in class

● •School day starts at 9am sharp – try to be on time as every learning minute 

counts!

● Pupils remain in the same seat each day, to maintain social distancing

● At playtime, classes stay in their zone

● Pupils can buy Tuck at playtime or bring a healthy snack

● Children wash their hands regularly throughout the day

● Adults keep 2m apart from children and other adults


